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History of the National Integrated Drought Information System (NIDIS)

Authorized in 2006

• Why:
  – Recognition that better informed and more timely drought-related decisions lead to reduced impacts and costs.
  – **Goal:** “Enable the Nation to move from a reactive to a more proactive approach to managing drought risks and impacts” PL 109-403

Reauthorized in 2014

• Authorizes the appropriation of funds (via NOAA) through FY2018
• Builds off the President’s Climate Action Plan
What is NIDIS?

- Brings drought information, research, education, policy and networking together
- NOAA program that operates on an inter-agency level
NIDIS Goals

- Monitor, forecast, plan for and cope with the impacts of drought
- Support drought research- including indicators, risk assessment and resilience
- Develop educational resources, interactive systems, and tools to promote sound decision making, drought awareness, and response

How? Development of Early Drought Warning Systems
1. **International Strategy for Disaster Reduction**: “Provision of timely and effective information, through identified institutions, that allows individuals exposed to a hazard to take action to avoid or reduce their risk and prepare for effective response”

2. Working with communities and existing networks to build capacity for better decision making for drought planning and mitigation

3. **Regional Drought Early Warning Information System**

- Monitoring/Forecasts
- Research and Applications
- US Drought Portal
- Education/Communication
- Engaging Preparedness Comm.
This is what we want to avoid!

IN LAYMEN'S TERMS, THERE ARE 23 FLUSHES LEFT...

LAKE LANIER

NIDIS
Droughts end with precipitation...

IS THAT A MIRAGE... OR A SIGN THAT THE DROUGHT IS OVER?

NEITHER... IT'S JUST SOME IDIOT IGNORING THE SPRINKLER BAN!
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NIDIS Regional Drought Early Warning Information Systems
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DEWS Activities in Other Regions

- Upper Colorado River Basin – 2009
  - Snowpack monitoring workshops in CO, UT and WY
  - Monthly/biweekly webinars

  - Series of sub-regional workshops and one basin-wide workshop
  - Monthly webinar series

- California – 2010/2011
  - Drought/ENSO outlooks and outreach
  - Sub-regional focus on research and activities
DEWS Activities in Other Regions

- Coastal Carolinas – 2012
  - CoCoRaHS Citizen Science Conditions Monitoring project
  - Coastal Drought Index

- Missouri River Basin – 2014
  - Tribal capacity building for drought plans, vulnerability assessment, leveraging federal resources
  - Monthly webinar series
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